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by the Act of 1867, given an official position.1 On the Chapter
other hand, the utmost duplication prevails in the    	1
federation, and complaints have been made at times of
efforts to enforce bi-lingualism on federal employees;
for example, on the railways. At any rate there is no
doubt that French receives in the fullest measure the
recognition it is promised, and French ranks with
English as a qualification for naturalisation.
In the Union the South Africa Act, s. 137, provides
that both the English and Dutch languages shall be
official languages of the Union and shall be treated on a
footing of equality and possess and enj oy equal freedom,
rights, and privileges. All records, journals, and pro-
ceedings of Parliament shall be kept in both languages,
and all bills, Acts, and notices of general public im-
portance or interest issued by the Government of the
Union shall be in both languages. This enactment
has been literally followed, and greatly strengthened
by legislation of 1923, which imposes bi-lingualism on
public servants, with the result of rapidly strengthen-
ing the Dutch element in those services. As Dutch
proper is far removed from the patois of the Union, it
was wisely provided in 1925 that it should include
Afrikaans, and determined efforts are being made, as
a matter of Nationalist policy, to secure the elevation
of that speech to the rank of a written language of
culture. No doubt it is inevitable, but it cannot but be
deemed unfortunate that British South Africans should
have to spend so much time in endeavouring to acquire
a speech of so minor a value.
In the Irish Free State the Constitution by Article 4
1 See Taylor, Can. Bar Review, ix. 277-83, as to the language of the
courts of Saskatchewan.

